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Abstrad

SPARC-Oberon is an implementation of Oberon for SPARC processors. It
covers both, the programming language Oberon and the Oberon System
closely resembling the original implementation on Ceres. Hence, this report
describes only the differences between SPARC-Oberon and the Ceres
implementation (Ceres-Oberon) from a user's point of view.
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1. lntrodudion

The programming language Oberon [1, 2] evolved from a project with the goal of
developing a portable operating system (also named Oberon) for personal workstations
[3, 4, 5]. The original Oberon implementation on Ceres workstations proved to be
useful for doing many kinds of personal computing including program development.
document preparation, and teaching programming. To.make Oberon available on other
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machines, there are some projects in work for MC68020, MIPS, RS/6000, and Intel.
80386 processors. This report focuses on the version for Sun-SPARC, which is (due to
register windows) especially interesting for compiler writers as described in the
companion report "SPARC-Oberon Implementation·. ·
SPARC-Oberon has been designed to be as (Ceres-)Oberon-like as possible.
Compatibilily with existing software running under SunOS, the Unix implementation
for Sun computers, was definitely not the goal. Oberon should be considered as an.
alternative to Sun-View or X-Windows and it is up to the user to choose his/her
favorite environment SPARC-Oberon runs as a single Unix-process and requires a
bitmapped display, a three-button mouse and a keyboard. It makes no sense to run
Oberon via a serial terminal or via remote login. However, in principle it is possible to
provide for special Oberon subsets running on terminals just to use the language, or to
provide for an Oberon version based on a client server model. As the Oberon system
relies on dynamic loading of modules (without pre-linking), which is still not
supported by SunOS 4.1.1, it has been necessary to use special objectfiles and a special
loader. This allows for arbitrary extensibilily of Oberon programs and for low overhead
in the edit-compile-execute cycle, lypically requiring only two mouse clicks and almost
no time.

directory. Internal files are named .tmp.pidnr, where pid is a process id and nr is a
unique number within this process. Make sure, that you have read and write permission
in the current directory.
The search path for existing files is specified by the environment ~ariable OBERON. The
default setting for OBERON is •. /usr/locai/Oberon·. This means, if the environment.
variable OBERON doesn'texist, files are first searched in the current directory and second
in the public Oberon library. Environment variables may be set by the shell command
setenv (e.g. setenv OBERON '. Mylib /usr/locai/Oberon').
The Oberon command System.Suspend exits the Oberon environment but preserves its
state, whereas System. Quit kills the Oberon process. Ctri-C (keyboard interrupt) may be
used to interrupt an Oberon command, display a trap viewer, and resume execution in
the central Oberon loop. Ctrl-\ (quit) may be used to kill the Oberon process, if it is out
of control. If for any reasons the keyboard does not respond as usual after leaving
oberon, the command "stly sane <LineFeed>" should solve the problem.
Oberon uses the font Syntax1 0 (on file Syntax1 O.Scn.Fnt) as default font If you wantto
use another default font, you just have to rename the font file to Syntax1 O.Scn.Fnt

2.1nstallation

3. Differences to Ceres-Oberon

SPARC-Oberon may be installed on all Sun computers built around a SPARC-processor
(currently Sun-4, Sparcstation1 and Sparcstation2). To iristall SPARC-Oberon you just
have to copy all files of the distribution medium into a directory. This directory is
intended to be the public Oberon library. The preferred name for it is /usr/locai/Oberon
and it is a good idea to make this library read only.
File naming conventions: Files ending with ·.z· are compressed and may be
uncompressed by the command uncompress. Files ending with ·-.tar" are tape archives
that may be handled by the tar command.

SPARC-Oberon differs in some details from Ceres-Oberon. These differences are due to
the underlying hard- and software. However, Oberon programs that do. not use
low-level features are fully portable. There are no differences in the implemented
language.·

[overview] oberon [-h n] [-x module procedure]

Module System provides additional commands for the integration of Oberon into Unix.
Module Display handles screen maps and patterns differently.
Module Unix provides a low level interface to the underlying operating system.
Module Input emulates some keys that are ~ot available on Sun keyboards.
Module Files provides an additional procedure to change the working directory.
Module Oberon returns the time in milliseconds instead of 1 /300 seconds.
Module Printer generates PostScript output
Module Miscellaneous does not provide commands specific to Ceres-Oberon.
The Backup, Net Server, and ColorSystem tool packages are not implem·ented (use
corresponding Unix commands).
The modules Display1 and Files1 provide additional display and file operations.

-h define heap size as 21'n bytes (default: -h 21)
-x execute Oberon command (default: -x Oberon Loop)

System

The Oberon environment may be entered by executing the command oberon. When
working under SunView or OpenWindows it has to be prefixed by the command
overview. Note that overview c,annot be used via remote login.
The calling syntax of the oberon command is:

New files and files used internally by Oberon are always allocated in the current

Suspend
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Stop the Oberon process and preserve its. state. When working under
SunView, Oberon may be reentered by clicking at the oberon icon,
otherwise by executing a foreground command (fg).

Input
The following table shows the code of special keys as generated by module Input:

Quit

key

code

meaning

Front
F1 .. F3
F4 .. F6
F7 .. F9
up
down
right
left

OA4X
OF1X .. OF3X
1X, OFX, 15X,
81X,8FX,95X
C1X
C2X
C3X
C4X

mark viewer
toggle screen mode
german umlauts aoi.i
german umlauts AOO
cursor up
cursor down
cursor right
cursor left

Kill the Oberon process.

Execute command
Execute an arbitrary (non-interactive) bourne-shell command and display
its output in a text viewer. If followed by a "1'·, the most recent text
selection is executed, where multiple lines are seperated by blank
characters.

ChangeDirectory newdir
Change the working directory to newdir and flush the Oberon file cache.

Ctri-C (interrupt signal) may be used to interrupt an Oberon command.
Ctrl-l redraws all visible viewers. ,

Display
NewPattem (image: ARRAY OF SET; W, H: INTEGER): Pattern;
(has been moved into module Display1)
Return a descriptor to a new pattern initialized with image.
Each line of the image is expected to be stored as a sequence of sets.
The bottom left bit is defined by bit o of image[O].

Map (X, Y: INTEGER): lONGINT;
Return the address of screen map at X, Y.
Procedures drawing only on the optional color screen are not implemented.

Unix

Files
ChangeDirectory (path: ARRAY OF CHAR; VAR res: INTEGER);
Change the working directory and flush the Oberon file cache. A zero result
indicates success.

Oberon
Time (): lONGINT;
Return the time since start of the Oberon system in milliseconds.

Printer
Module Unix provides an Oberon interface for all SunOS system calls and defines
all data types and error. numbers used in these calls. The procedures Unix. Done()
and Unix.Result() may be used to check for success and to examine the error
number (immediately after system calls).
Note, that the semantics of SunOS system calls is slightly different from the
semantics of the corresponding C-lib calls for some system calls.

Module Printer generates a (temporary) PostScript file named Oberon.Printfile.ps
and sends it to a printer using the Unix command lpr. A header file
Oberon.Header.ps is always included at the beginning of Oberon.Prinifile.ps. The
printer name none specifies that only the file Oberon.Printfile.ps should be
generated. The header file may be used to specify the mapping from Oberon to
PostScript fonts.
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4. Data Representation and Alignment

Name

Argument types

Result type

Meaning

The following table shows the internal repr~sentation of data types in SPARC-Oberon:

ADR(v)
BIT(a, n)

v: any type
a: LONGINT
n: integer type

LONG INT
BOOLEAN

CC(n)

n: integer constant

BOOLEAN

LSH(x, n)
ROT(x, n)

x, n: integer type
x: integer type,
BYTE, CHAR.
T, x: any type

LONG INT
type of x

address of variable v
n IN Mem[a]
(if a MOD 4 = 0 &
0.<= n <= 31)
icc n (if n < 16)
fcc n MOD 16 (if n >= 16)
logical shift
rotation

T

x interpreted as of type T

data type

internal representation

SHORT! NT
CHAR. BYTE
BOOLEAN
INTEGER
LONG INT

1 Byte signed"
1 Byte unsigned
1 Byte unsigned (0 = FALSE, 1 =TRUE)
2 Bytes sigried
4 Bytes signed
4 Bytes ({0} = 1)
4 Bytes (NIL= 0)
4 Bytes ·
4 Bytes IEEE-format (754-1985)
8 Bytes IEEE-format (754-1985)

SET
PointerType
ProcedureType
REAL
LONG REAL

Variable addresses, record field offsets and record sizes are always aligned to a multiple
of the type's base. The base of an unstructured type is the type's size, the base of an array
is the base of the element type and the base of a record type is the maximum base of its
field types.
·

VAL(T, x)

The function SIZE remained in the language as defined in [1]. 5/ZE(T) returns the number
of bytes reqired for type T. Note, SYSTEM.VAL neither produces any code for conversions
nor performs any compile time checks but forces the compiler to interpretthe type of an
expression differently.

Proper procedures:
Name

Parameter passing is compatible with the (-calling conventions except for the
following cases:
-Passing of REAL and LONG REAL value parameters i.s done in floating point
registers.
-Structured value parameters are always copied by the callee.
-For record variable parameters an additional parameter describing the dynamic type
of the record is passed.
-For dynamic array parameters an additional/en parameter is passed for each
dimension.
··~
-Structured function results are not supported by Oberon.

Argument types

Meaning

a: LONGINT.
v := Mem[a]
v: any basic type
GETREG(n, v)
n: integer constant
v := ireg n (if n < 32)
v: any basic type
· v := freg n MOD 32 (if n >= 32)
PUT(a, x)
a: LONGINT
Mem[a] := x
x: any basic type
PUTREG(n, x)
n: integer constant
ireg n := x (if n < 32)
x: any basic type
freg n MOD 32 := x (if n >= 32)
MOVE(aO, a1, n) aO, a1, n: integer type move n bytes (n > 0) Jrom address aO to a1
NEW(v, n)
v:any pointer type
allocate storage block of n bytes and
n: integer type
assign its address to v
GET(a, v)

5. Low-level Facilities
Types:

Module SYS7EM
The module SYSTEM provides some low level operations specific to this particular
Oberon implementation. It provides the following functions and procedures. v stands
for a variable, a, nand xfor expressions, and Tfor a type.
Function procedures:

No representation of values is specified. Instead; certain compatibility rules with other
types are given:
BYTE:
1. BYTE is compatible with CHAR and SHORT! NT.
2. if a formal VAR-parameter is of type ARRAY OF BYTE, then the corresponding
actual parameter may be of any type.
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PTR:
1. variables of type PTR are compatible with any pointer type.

.2. VAR-parameter of type PTR contain the static type of the actual

SPARC-Oberon Implementation

parameter

upon procedure.entry (to allow for runtime type checks).
J.Templ

Code procedures
Code procedures (marked with a minus) are inlined byte sequences used to implement
the Unix system call interface for Oberon as shown in the following example. As usual,
the asterisk indicates that the code procedure is exported.

PROCEDURE -ReadBik* (fd:.LONGINT; VAR blk: ARRAY OF BYTE): LONGINT
82H, 0, 20H, 3,
(* register 1 := nr of syscall *)
91 H, ODOH, 20H, 0;
(*trap 0 *)
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1.0verview

- a coprocessor interface (cp)

The implementation of SPARC-Oberon consists of two major parts. The first part is a
compiler which produces SPARC code, the second part is the implementatibh of.the
Oberon System. Both parts are based on existing software running under the original
Oberon environment on Ceres workstations. Hence, the SPARC-Oberon implementation could be done in relatively short time (7 month) as a cross development on Ceres
for SPARC.

All instructions are 4 bytes long and most of them execute in one cycle. Load and Store
instructions are the only instructions that access memory. Addressing modes are
register indirect (mem[reg + offset]) and register indexed (mem[reg1 + reg2]). Loads
require an additional cycle if the loaded register is used in the subsequent instruction.
Branches are executed delayed, that means, they take effect after the instruction
following the branch is executed. The different execution units operate completely in
parallel, but synchronization is done by the processor as if the instructions were
executed sequentially.

The SPARC-Oberon compiler is based on the portable Oberon compiler [1 ], which is
written in Oberon. The front end of this compiler remained unchanged, only the back
end (=code generator) had to be rewritten to produce SPARC code [4, 5]. This means,
the SPARC-Oberon compiler was developed as a cross compiler running on a host
machine (Ceres) but producing code for different target machine (SPARC). As a final
step the cross compiler had to compile itself to produce the object files of the
SPARC-Oberon compiler running on SPARC.

a

Porting the Oberon System from Ceres to SPARC means, that one has to implement the
inner core and the drivers [2, 3] for the Oberon System. This includes the modules Input,
Display, Fonts, Files, Reals, Modules and Kernel. As the Oberon system relies on a
runtime linker (module Modules), which is not available in current SunOS versions, it
was necessary to use an object file format different to Sun OS object files and to write a
linking loader. The Oberon system also needs a garbage collector, which had to be
implemented. The linking loader, the garbage collector and the main program to start an
Oberon process are implemented in Sun Modula-2. Other modules (lnput,Display,
Files) could be implement:ed in Oberon using Oberon's low level facilities. These
modules mainly provide interfaces to SunOS routines. However, it took a lot more time
to figure out the right routines (e.g. 1 week for module Input) than to write the linking
loader (2 days).

2.1ntrodudion to SP~RC

SPARC (=Scalable Processor Architecture) is an architecture derived from Berkeley RISC
I, RISC II and SOAR architectures. The term scalable referes to the fact. that SPARC is not
a particular processor, but allows for a spectrum of possible price/performance
implementations. The scalability lies in the number of integer registers, in the number of
floating point units and in the low complexity, which allows an implementation in
many different technologies.

SPARC defines 3 main components:
- an integer unit (iu)
- a floating point unit (fpu)

SPARC neither defines a memo!)' management unit nor any kind of caching (both are
implementation dependent).

The integerunit(iu):
supported data types for load and store instructions are:
- signed and unsigned byte
-signed and unsigned halfword (= 2 bytes)
-weird (= 4 bytes)
- double word (= 8 bytes)
The most significant byte is the byte with the smallest address (big endian). The sign-bit
is the left-most bit, bit 0 is the right-most one. All data must be aligned to a multiple of
the data's size.
All integer operations are performed on 32-bit integer registers. Most instructions work
on three registers, two for input and one for output. They also accept a 13-bit signed
immediate operand instead of the second register. SPARC defines operations for shifts,
addition, subtraction, conditional branches and conditional traps, some operations
supporting procedure calls and a set of tagged operations, which are especially useful
for languages like Lisp or Smalltalk. Multiplication and div/mod are not defined in the
instruction set. there is only an instruction performinga one bit multiply step.

Register windows:
SPARC does not define a certain number of iu-registers, but instead states that every
implementation must provide between 40 and 520 32-bit registers, which are arranged
iil so...:called register windows. A register window is a set of 24 registers consisting of 8
input. 8 local and 8 output registers, where the 8 output registers of a window overlap
with the 8 input registers of the next window. Each window corresponds to a procedure
activation and the overlapping registers may b~ used for efficient parameter passing. The
windows are organized as acyclic queue in which traps are generated to handle over- or
underflows. In addition to the windowed registers, SPARC defines 8 global registers,
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which are visible in every window. The number of windows lies between 2 and 32,
where one window is reserved for efficient trap handling. See Fig. 1 for more details
about register windows and procedure activation records.

Special integer registers:
zero register:
Global register 0 holds the value zero.
frame pointer, stack pointer:
Per convention input register 6 always contains the address of the current
activation record. Because of the overlap with output register 6 of the
previous window, this register is at the same time the stack pointer of the
calling procedure. SunOS expects this register to be aligned to 8 byte
boundaries for efficient window trap handling.
return address:
Input register 7 always contains the return address of a procedure.
Y-register: .
Used by the multiply step instruction to generate a 64-bit result
integer unit status register:
32-bit register containing (among other fields) a 4-bit integer unit
condition code and a 5-bit current window pointer.
window invalid mask:
32-bit register containing one bit for every window (used to generate
window over- and underflow traps).
trap base register:
32-bit register containing a 20-bit trap base address and an 8-bit trap type
(used as an index into the trap table)

The floating point unit (jpu):
SPARC defines floating point operations according to the ANSI/IEEE 754.:..1985
standard. The floating point unit contains 32 global floating point registers, each 32 bit
wide. Supported data types are:
- single: 4 bytes
- double: 8 bytes
- extended: 16 bytes
The floating point status register contains (among other fields) a 2-bit floating point
condition code which is used by the floating point conditional branch instructions.
SPARC defines a floating point queue with implementation dependent size (1 in the
current implementation), which defines the number of floating point operations, that
can operate in parallel.
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The coprocessor inteiface (cp):
SPARC defines ail interface for an a,rbitrary coprocessor (e.g. for graphics) and reserves
1024 instructions for it The coprocessor contains 32 global 32-bit wide registers and
supports the data types word and double word. A 2-bit coprocessor condition code is
·used by the coprocessor conditional branch instructions. The cp interface is much the
same as the fpu interface, and in fact the fpu is an external coprocessor in current SPARC
implementations.
)

3. Code Generation

The SPARC-Oberon code generator was designed to be as efficient as possible and at
the same time to produce fast and compact code. Optimizations independent from the
target language are not the task ofthe back end and don't pay off for SPARC as much as
for othet processors, because most of the operands reside in registers without any
optimizations. SPARC-Oberon uses one post-order tree traversal to translate the
syntax-tree generated· by the front-end into binary machine code.

Register Usage
The key to efficient code generation for SPARC lies in the usage of the register windows.
Each window corresponds to a procedure activation and provides 6 windowed registers
to be used as formal parameters and the remaining ones (81ocal registers+ 6- number
of parameters) may be used for local variables. Of course, it is only possible to allocate a
variable in a register if its address is never used. This information is provided by the front
end as a boolean flag for each variable and parameter. Variables and parameters which
don't fit into the register window are allocated on the stack and are addressed relative to
the frame resp. stack pointer, which are also windowed registers. Structured variables
never reside in registers.
Using this allocation scheme, most parameters and local variables are held in
windowed registers without any optimizations. The next point to observe is that SPARC
defines a three-address machine. This means, most operations work with three
registers, two for source operands and one for the result To generate good code it is
necessary to evaluate expressions directly into the destination register, if the destination
is a register. Otherwise evaluation may be done into an arbitrary register, that is stored
into the result This task is managed by evaluating the left hand side of an assignment
first and then using the information about the designator as a hint for the evaluation of
the right hand side,
Code generation for an assignment z := x + y proceeds in the following steps:
1. evaluation ofthe designator z .
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2.
2.1
2.2
2.3

best case. Although this procedure call protocol may be used to optimize leaf
procedures (not done in SPARC-Oberon), it is not enough for general (possibly
recursive) calls. In the general case, switching to a new register window when entering a
procedure and restoring the previous window when leaving it. is necessary (Fig. 1).
Register window switches execute in one cyele, if no window overflow or underflow
occurs.

evaluation of (x + y) using z as a hint
evaluation of x into any unused register (if not already in a register)
evaluation of y into any unused register (if not already in a register)
code generation for addition of x andy,
if z is a register use z as destination, otherwise use any unused register
3. code generation for the assignment (no code if source and destination are the
same register)

save sp, -96, sp
In the common case, where all operands reside in registers, exactly one instruction "add
x, y, z" will be produced, which needs only 4 bytes of code and one clock cycle. Register
allocation is done easily by the compiler using two sets: One that contains all registers
available for expression evaluation within a procedure (RegPool) and one that contains
the registers used in a statement (RegSet). RegPool contains atleast 13 registers (6
output and ?global), because parameters and local variables are allocated in input and
local registers only. RegSet is always empt:y at the beginning of a statement
Because of the three-address architecture of SPARC, the code generator procedures
have (at least) three operands, two describing the source and one describing the target
argument
a~
.
PROCEDURE Add(VAR x, y, z: Item); (*generate code for z := x + y *)
. PROCE.DURE PutF3(op: INTEGER; VAR x, y; z: Item); (*emit arithmetic instruction*)
In passing we note that context-free code generation for two address architectures like
NS32000 is not exactly the same as for three address architectures like SPARC and other
RISC machines. For two address machines it means that code for an expression (x op y)
is generated regardless of the expression's environment. for three address machines it
means that code for a pattern (z := x op y) is generated regardless of the pattern's
environment Actually there is a similar generalization step between two address and
stack architectures (zero address), where in the latter case context~free code generation
means to generate code for an operator regardless of the operands.

jmpl i.7 + 8, g.O
restore g.O, g.O, o.O

switch to next Window and reserve some local stack space
procedure body
return
restore previous window (delay slot)

The differences between internal and external calls are handled by the compiler and the
loader. For internal:calls, the pc-relative offset is known at compile time. H·ence, the
compiler can generate the appropriate instruction. For external calls the compiler
provides some information (in the fixup table of the object file) for the loader, which
calculates at load time the pc-relative offset and patches the call instructions. For each
imported procedure there is an entry in the fixup table which points to. the call
instruction. Further calls to the same imported procedure are chained within the code.

De~yedconbvlban~r

Delayed. control transfer means, that a control transfer instruction takes effect after the
instruction immediately following it (the delay slot) is executed. Filling the delay slot
with a useful instruction instead of a nop saves 4 bytes of code and one cycle of time.
Unconditional branches and untaken conditional branches may suppress the execution
of the delay slot by the branch instruction's annul bit Due to this feature; it is almost
always possible to use the delay slot However, the SPARC-Oberon code generator
doesn't use it except for special code templates, becal!se it is in contradiction with
simple (context free) code generation and it is much eas.ierto optimizethis (and more)
by a separate peephole optimizer.

Procedure Calls
Efficient procedure calls are very important in modem programming languages as they
encourage the programmer to split up large procedures into managable pieces. On
some processors, external and internal calls are treated differently for efficiency reasons.
SPARC, on the other hand, does not provide hardware support for special external calls
(via a fixup table) or for switching the module context Instead of, it provides a
pc-relative call instruction which covers the whole 32-bit address space. The context
switch is not an issue, as there is no context. i.e. there are no special base registers
bound to the current module. Call instructions are executed in one cycle, and there is no
distinction between external and internal calls at runtime. Together with a one-cycle
return instruction this accounts for a procedure call overhead of only two cycles in the

Global Variables
When accessing global variables, the missing module context seems to be a drawback
of SPARC. Using register indirect addressing (mem[hig~(adr)+low(adr)], global data
accesses always need an additional instruction to load the high bits of the address into a
register. As the absolute addresses are not known to the compiler, a mechanism similar
to external procedure call fixups has to be applied to global variable accesses by the
loader. The main difference lies in the fact. that two (or more) instructions have to be
fixed instead.of one. In the statement INC(a) for example, there is one instruction for
loading high(adr of a) into a register and two instructions using low(adr of a) for loading
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and storing of a:
To simplify these fixups, SPARC-Oberon forces the global data of a module to be aligned
on 1024 byte boundaries. This makes itpossible to load the start address of a module's
global data (static base) with one sethi instruction. The offset used when accessing a
global variable is the variable address relative to the global data start This offset has not
to be fixed, as it is known at compile time. The compiler generates only one entry in the
fix up table (procedure number 255) for each module. This entry points to an instruction
that loads the address of the global data. Other instructions using the same global data
are chained within the code.
·
Accesses to global data require two cycles. This is slower than accesses to local data
(zero or one) and therefore encourages the programmer to use local instead of global
data. This is in accordance with a good programming sl)'le and therefore should be
considered as an advantage. The uniformil)' in accessing imported and non-imported
global variables and, most important. the fast external procedure calls are other
advantages of the empl)' module context These points justify the SPARC design
decision not to support any kind of module context
As an optimization (and violation of context-free code generation) a static base cache
is maintained on a procedure level. The cache is filled at the first time a static base is
,loaded into a windowed register. To simplify cache maintainance, the cache state is
frozen at the first occurrence of a forward jump.
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routine, because Oberon multiplication has the same semantics as C multiplication.
Multiplications with constants are transformed' into sequences of shifts, additions or
subtractions. For DIVandMOD the compiler generates calls to runtime routines, which
are based on unsigned DIV and MOD as used in C.
PROCEDURE Div(x, y: INTEGER): INTEGER;
BEGIN
IF x >= 0 THEN RETURN x uDIVy
ELSE RETURN -((-x-1+y) uDIVy)
END
END Div;
· PROCEDURE Mod(x, y: INTEGER): INTEGER;
VARm: INTEGER;.
BEGIN
IF x >= 0 THEN RETURN x uMOD y
ELSE m := -x uMOD y;.
IF m # 0 THEN RETURN y- m
ELSE RETURN 0
END
END
END Mod;

Run Time Support

Peephole Optimizations

Some standard procedures and operators of the programming language Oberon can't
be transformed directly into et:juivalent machine instructions by the compiler. These are
the standard procedures NEW and SYSTEM. NEW and the operators *· DIV and MOD..
They are compiled into calls of corresponding runtime routines using the same
technique as for external procedure calls (module number is 255 in the fix up table).

A simple peephole optimizer for SPARC-Oberon has been implemented by M.
Wunderli as a student project The main task of this optimizer is to fill the delay slots of
control transfer instructions. Another task is the rearrangement of load instructions to
avoid wait cycles if the loaded register is used in the subsequent instruction. It turned
out. that almost every delay slot may be filled with a useful instruction. However, the
average speed improvement and code length reduction is only about five percent

NEW, SYSTEM.NEW:
Storage alloc~ttion is done using a slightly modified buddy scheme, which may be called
"lazy buddies". The central idea is to delay merging of buddies (in the garbage collector)
as long as possible to avoid unnecessary split operations in subsequent allocations.
Therefore, only in the exceptional case, that no storage block greater or equal to the
requested size is available, delayed merging of buddies takes place/within NEW or
SYSTEM. NEW. As there are rio explicit DISPOSE operations, single linked lists suffice to
maintain the unused blocks.
*· DIV,MOD:
Variable multiplications are compiled into calls to Sun's signed integer multiplication

4.Example

As an example for the code generated by SPARC-Oberon the Bresenham algorithm for
drawing straight lines (in the first octant) is shown. This example has been taken,
because it is one of the few cases, where assembly language must be used on most
·
machines to get an efficient line drawing procedure.
PROCEDURE line*(xO,yO, x1,y1: INTEGER);
VAR a, b, ba, h: INTEGER;
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BEGIN
a := x1 - xO; b := y1 - yO;
ba := b- a; h:= b- a DIV 2;
WHilE xO < x1 DO
Mark(xO, yO);
IF h <= OTHEN h := h + b
ELSE h := h + ba; yO :=yO + 1
END;
xO := xO + 1
END
END Line;

The code may be further improved by the peephole optimizer, which fills all delay slots
with useful instructions. This saves 4 cycles in each iteration and produces optimal code
in this particular example.
save sp, -96, sp
sub i.2, i.O, i.4
sub i.3, i.1, i.5
sub i.5, i.4, 1.7
sra i.4, 1, 1.5
ba L1
sub i.5, 1.5, 1.6

prologue
a:= x1 - xO
b:=y1-y0
ba:=b-a
a DIV2
jump to while condition
h := b ....: a DIV 2
delay slot

L2:
call Mark
add i.1, g.O, o.1
subcc 1.6, 0, g.O
bg, al3
addl.6, 1.7,1.6 ·
ba L4
add 1.6, i.5, 1.6

, All parameters and local variables are allocated in windowed registers:
variable:
register:

xO
i.O

yO
i.1

x1
i.2

y1
i.3

a
i.4

b
i.5

ba
1.7

h
1.6

save sp, -96, sp
sub i.2, i.O, i.4
sub i.3, i.1, i.5
sub i.5, i.4, 1.7
sra i.4, 1, 1.5
sub i.5, 1.5, 1.6
ba,a L1

prologue
a:= x1 - xO
b:=y1 -yO
ba := b- a
aDIV2
h := b -.a DIV 2
anulled jump to while condition

add i.O, g.O, o.O
add i.1, g.O, o.1
call Mark
nop
subcc 1.6, 0, g.O
bg L3
nop
add 1.6, i.5, 1.6
ba,a L4

load param xO
load param yO
Mark(xO, yO)

L2:

L3:

L4:
add i.O, 1, i.O

delay slot
delay slot

else
addi.1,1,i.1

L4:
add i.O, 1, i.O

yO:= yO+ 1
end
xO := xO + 1

L1:

bl. a L2
add i.O, g.O, o.O
jmpl i.7 +8, g.O
restore g.O, g.O, o.O

while xO < x1 DO
load param xO
return

delay slot

if h <= 0 then

h := h + b
h == h + ba
y0:=y0+1
end
xO := xO + 1

L1:
subcc i.O, i.2, g.O
bl L2
nop
jmpl i.7 + 8, g.O
restore g.O, g.O, o.O

if h <= 0 then
h := h + ba

delay slot

subcc i.O, i.2, g.O

else
add 1.6, 1.7, 1.6
addi.1,1,i.1

L3:

Mark(xO, yO)
. load param yO

while xO < x1 DO
return

5. System Implementation
SPARC-Oberon is implemented as a single process running under SunOS, the Unix
implementation for Sun computers. To "boot· Oberon, one needs a command that can
be executed from a Unix shell. This command establishes the' Oberon process and
terminates only when Oberon is left (System.Quit). The boot-command oberon is
written in Sun Modula-2. It implements the Oberon loader, the runtime routines and
the garbage collector. The existence of a loader in the boot command should be clear.
The runtime routines are in the boot command because their addresses are used by the
loader. The runtime routines include storage allocation, therefore the garbage collector
has been included too. In principal, it would be possible to implement the runtime
routines and the garbage collector in Oberon. However, it seemed easier to bootstrap
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the system this way. All other functionality of the Oberon System was implementecj in
Oberon, partly as an interface to existing software under Sun OS as described below.
Module Display implements Oberon raster operations on top of the SunOS Pixrect
Library, which turned out to provide all of the raster operations necessary for Oberon.
Except from some coordinate transformations, Display operations could be delegated
directly to corresponding Pixrect operations.
Module Fonts loads Oberon fonts by converting the character patterns into Pixrect
objects.
Module Input implements mouse and keyboard polling by means of select system calls
with 10 msecs timeouts.
Module Files maps Oberon files to Unix files. It maintains a table of open files and
closes unused files automatically when the garbage collector is called. Because of a
restriction in the Unix file system, it is not possible to open an arbitrary number of files
(max. 64 on most machines). As Unix doesn't support anonymous files, new files
always get a temporary working name (.tmp.pid.nr) that is renamed into the appropriate
fife name with Files.Register.
·Module System contains (among other things) the trap handler (in Unix called signal
handler), that produce the trap viewer in case that the Oberon process receives a signal.
Module Printer generates PostScript output and prints it via the Unix command lpr. A
headerfile (named Oberon.Header.ps) is included to define the mapping from Oberon
to PostScriptfonts.
·
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StanfordBenchmarks: ·(msecs, less is better)
Perm Towers Queens lntmm Mm

cc
cc-04

262
105
SPARC-Oberon
121
SPARC-Oberon/P 110
Ceres-Oberon
323

8~

97
91
203

498
242
284
278
427

476
180
192
188
704

Puzzle

Quick Bubble Tree

1814
483
1043
959
2593

240.
93
134
130
223

400
127
266
257
316

cc -04:
19000/sec
SPARC-Oberon:
161 00/sec
SPARC-Oberon/P: 16500/sec
Ceres-Oberon:
6460/sec ·
Eratos: (less is better)

cc:
cc-04:
SPARC-Oberon:
SPARC-Oberon/P:
SPARC-Oberon:
SPARC-Oberon/P: .
Ceres-Oberon:

Objectsize: (kilobytes)

6. Measurements

cc
cc-04
SPARC-Oberon
SPARC-Oberon/P
Ceres-Oberon

cc means C-Compiler for Spare without optimizations.
cc -04 means C-Compiler for Spare with full optimizations.
SPARC-Oberon/P means SPARC-Oberon with simple peephole optimizations.
All timings were done without index-checks.
Ceres2 runs an NS32532 with 25 MHz, Sparcstation1 runs with 20 MHz.
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Dhrystone Benchmark: (V2.1, more is better)

All other modules (Oberon, Texts, Viewers, TextViewers, TextFrames ...)could be ported
from Ceres-Oberon with almost no changes.

The following tables give some benchmark results for Ceres-Oberon, SPARC-Oberon
and the Sun C compiler.

341
180
201
195
326

5.0 sec
1.4 sec
2.2 sec
2.0 sec
1.4 sec
1.3 sec
3.6 sec

Stanford
29.3
20.9
14.2
13.6
9.2

(*source code hand-optimized*)
(* source code hand optimized *)

Dhrystone
3.5
3.4
2.4

Eratos
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.4

1232
958
529
514
307

FFT
540
314
258
256
1097
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Compilation time: (sees)

cc
cc-04
SPARC-Oberon
Ceres-Oberon

Stanford
5.7
29.3

Dhrystone

1..1

0.3
1.7

3.0

Eratos
2.7
4.3
0.1
0.5

When comparing object sizes and compilation times, ~ne should note thatC needs an
additional linking step which doesn't exist in Oberon.
Summary

cc produces poor code.
cc -04 produces good code (up to 4 times faster than cc).
SPARC-Oberon produces code which is not much slower than cc -04.
It is easy to tune most Oberon procedures by hand, so that they can hardly be optimized
by a compiler (see Eratos).
Sparcstation1 is between 2 and 3 times faster than Ceres2, however, deep recursions (as
in Stanford Tree) are more expensive on SPARC than on NS32532 because of
permanently generated window-underflow and -overflow traps.
Floating point performance (measured in Stanford Mm and FFT) is better in
SPARC-Oberon than in C, because C uses 64 bit reals internally.
·
The simple peephole optimizer of SPARC-Oberon improves the code by about five
percent·

SPARC-Oberon statistics (including Oberon-2 extensions [6]):

boot program: 855 lines of Modula-2 code
code generator: 2580 lines of Oberon code (2896 for NS32000)
compiler code size: 113 KB (64 KB for NS32000)
system recompilation: 9 sees
compiler recompilation: 9 sees

set is relatively small, most instructions execute. in one cycle and the instruction set is
fairly regular. The main irregularity is in the treatment of floating point operations with
speci~~ floating point r~gisters, ~pedal floating point condition codes and special
cond1tronal branches. Th1s complicated the code generator slightly but, after all, it was
not a real problem.
SPARC, although developed independently, has many ideas in common with Oberon.
Both were designed "as simple as possible", which distinguishes every good design.To
provide enough flexibility for any kind of application, SPARC provides scalability on the.
hardware level which corresponds in some sense to Oberon's extensibility on the
software level. SPARC also fits perfectly into the single process concept of Oberon, as
co~text switches are relatively expensive due to the large register file. For heavy weight
Umx processes this overhead is negligible, but for light weight prbcesses (coroutines)
this may be a bottleneck.
.
.
'
The Oberon environment on Ceres has proved its effectiveness even in the task of cross
developing programs for Unix machines. Considering the fact that, beside the runtime
routines, mainly four modules (Input, Display, Fonts and Files) had to be implemented
to "bo?~-st_rap" SPARC~Oberon, it has also proved its portability. However, program
portability IS not the only aspect that must be considered. The second aspei::t is
portability of data files, which unfortunately has not been considered important by the
authors of Oberon. Incompatible data files result for instance when using byte-block
operations to read orwrite integer values because the external format depends on the
?yte ordering of the machine (little or big end ian first). There are two ways to deal with
mcompatible data files. First, one can write a converter for each kind of document and
second, one c;:an adapt the programs. ThefirstaJternative is difficultto use in the case of
extensible software systems because the converter has to be extensible too. Note, that a
single unportable extension implies an unportable data file. The second alternative
sacrifies program portability for data portability. During the course of this project, it
bec:ame clear that data portability is particularily important for extensible software
systems.
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7. Conclusions

There are many ways one can interpret the acronym RISC. The traditional interpretation
is "reduced instruction set computer", another possibility is "reduced instruction set
complexity" or "reduced instruction set cycles" and a third one is "regular instruction set
computer".ltturned outthatSPARC is a RISC in all three interpretations. The instruction
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Element

=
=
=
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I
I
. Type
Variable
Parameter
Procedure
CProcedure
TProcedu're
PointerType
ProcType
ArrayType
DynArrType
RecordType
HiddenFidOff
Fix up
Flag

SFtag ModAnchor {Element}.

OFAX.
MOD key name.
ModAnchor
CON Constant
(TYPE I HDTYPE) Type
(VAR I RDVAR I FLD I RDFLD) Variable
(VALPAR I VARPAR) Parameter
PLIST {Element} (XPRO IIPRO I TPRO ref1 mno1 ) Procedure
PUST {Element} TPRO TProcedure
PLIST {Element} CPRO CProcedure
PTR PointerType
PLIST {Element} PROC ProcType
ARR ArrayType
DARR DynArrType
FLIST {Element} REC RecordType
(HDPTR I HDPROC) HiddenFidOff
HDTPRO ref1 mthdno1 procno1
FIX Flxup
NTPRO ref1 n1
SYS Flag.
(BYTE I CHAR I SINn value1 name
BOOL (FALSE I TRUE) name
(I NT I LINT I sEn value name
REAL value4 name
LREAL valueS name
STRING name name
NIL name.

ref1 modno1 narne.
ref1 offset name.
ref1 offset name.
ref1 procno1 name.
= ref1 len1 {code1} name~
= ref1 rnthdno1 procno1 name.
= baseRef1 modno1.
= resultRe:f1 modno1.
,
= elemRef1 modno1 size boundAdr nofEiem.
= elemRef1 modno1 size lenOff.
= baseRef1 modno1 size descAdr.
= offset
= ptrRef1 baseRef1.
= ref1 sysflag.
=
=
=
=
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CON
TYPE
HDTYPE
VAR
XPRO
IPRO
CPRO
PTR
PROC
ARR
DARR
REC
PliST
VALPAR
VARPAR

29
= 1.
2.
= 3.
= 4.
= 5.
= 6.
= 7.
= 8.
= 9.
= 10.
= 11.
= 12.
= 13.
= 14.
= 15.
;=

FliST
FlO
HDPTR
HDPROC
FIX
SY5
MOD
RDVAR
RDFLD
TPRO
NTPRO
HDTPRO

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
= 26.
= 27.

FALSE
TRUE

=ox.
= 1X.

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

predefined refs:
UNDEF= b.
BYTE , = 1.
BOOl = 2.
CHAR =·3.
SINT = 4.
INT
= 5.
liNT
= 6.
REAl = 7.
lREAl = 8.,
SET
= 9.
STRING= 10.
Nil
= 11.
~OTYP = 12.

Names are sequences of characters (bytes) terminated by OX. lower case identifiers
denote numbers, which are of variable or fixed length, depending on the presence of a
digit appended to the identifier. In case of a fixed length number, this suffix is its length
in bytes. Otherwise, the number is encoded in a machine independent format (least
significant byte first. base 128, most significant bit as "stop bit", this bit cleared meaning
stop). Sets are treated the same way as integer numbers. These numbers can be read
and written using the following procedures:
PROCEDURE WriteNum(VAR R: Files.Rider; x: LONGINT);
BEGIN
WHILE (x < -64) OR (x > 63) DO.
Files.Write(R. CHR(x MOD 128 + 128)); x := x DIV 128
END;
Files.Write(R. CHR(x MOD 128))
END WriteNum;
PROCEDURE ReadNum(VAR R: Files.Rider; VARx: lONGINn;
VAR s: SHORTINT; ch: CHAR; n: lONG I NT;
BEGIN s := 0; n := 0; Files.Read(R. ch);
WHILE ORD(ch) >= 128 DO INC(n, ASH(ORD(ch) -128, s) ); INC(s, 7); Files.Read(R. ch)
END;
INC(n, ASH(ORD(ch) MOD 64- ORD(ch) DIV 64 64, s) ); x := n
END ReadNum;

*

Real numbers are in the 32 bit IEEE format.longreal numbers in the 64 bit IEEE format.
most significant byte first

Appendix B: SPARC-Oberon Object Files
ObjFile
OFtag
HeaderBik

Enti)'Bik
CmdBik
PointerBik
lmportBik
FixupBik
ConstBik
CodeBik
TypeBik
RefBik
Mode
Form

= OFtag HeaderBik Enti)'Bik CmdBik PointerBik lmportBik FixupBik
ConstBik CodeBik TypeBik RefBik.
.
.
= OF8X 36X.
= objsize4 refsize4 nofentries2 nofcoms2 nofptrs2 nofrecs2 ,
nofgmod2 nofixups2 datasize4 consize2 codesize2 key4 ,
modname20.
= 82X{pC2}.
= 83X {name pc2}.
= 84X {off4}.
= 85X {key4 name}.
= 86X {mno1 pno1 fixup2}.
= 87X {con1 }.
= 88X {inst4}.
= 89X {recsize4 tdadr2 recname basemod2 baseadi2 nptr2 ntpro2
·{ptroffset4} {mno2 entno2} }.
,.
= SAX {OF8X procend name {Mode Form adr name}};
,
= Var I VarPar.
= Byte I Booll Char I Slnt lint I lint I Reali LReall Set 1 Pointer
!String.

Var = 1. VarPar = 3. Byte= 1. Boo(= 2. Char= 3. Slnt = 4. lnt = 5.
lint =6. Real = 7. lReal =8: Set,; 9. Pointer= 13. String= 15.
Names and integer values are encoded as described in Appendix A. Fixups are used for
external procedure calls, for accessing global variables, for assigning procedure
addresses to procedure variables and for loading start addresses of case jump tables.
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PROCEDURE P(parameters);

PROCEDURE Q(parameters);

local variables

local variables

BEGIN

BEGIN

Q

Snapshot

ENDP;

ENDQ;

Register windows

Procedure Activation Stack

parameters ofP

i.O .. i)ofP

register save area

p

FPof P

1.0 .. 1.7 of P

local variables of P
temporaries

o.O .. o.7 of P =
i.O .. i.7 ofQ

dynamic arrays

Q

parameters of Q

1.0 .. 1.7ofQ

SPofP
FPofQ

o.O .. o.7 ofQ

register save area of P
local variables of Q
temporaries
dynamic arrays

SPofQ

register save area of Q

Stack grows

i.x ... input register x

SP ... stack pointer

l.x ... local register x

FP ... frame pointer

o.x ... output register x

Fig. 1. Register Windows and Procedure Activation· Stack
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